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After more than 20 years of classic car dealing and wheeling I must

Brand

Morris

Model

1000 Conv

Year

1960

Steering

Right (RHD)

admit that I have been very fortunate being able to own, drive and
enjoy the most extroardinary and exclusive classic cars of this world.
However, the most relaxed fun was when I sat at the wheel of a
Morris Minor Convertible steering her quietly on a sunny day along
the countryside lanes...! Life can be sooooo easy! When I found in the
UK this charming light blue, fully restored Morris Minor Convertible, I
was immediately in love with her. With the intention to keep this low
milage Morris Minor for himself a specialist coachbuilder in
Warwickshire restored her to showroom condition regardless of costs
and effort. Very few enthusiasts do this sort of exercise on a Morris
Minor, because there is no economic logic in it. But in this case,
because the owner was in the trade and because he had the firm
intention to keep this car in the family, the Morris Minor was treated to
a genuine 'nut and bolt' complete restoration. After having just been
sitting there in her garage for 15 years and not being used at all; I was
the lucky guy who could buy this beauty and bring this immaculate
Morris Minor Convertible over to Belgium. Only this week, the weather
cleared-up a little bit and allowed me to take in betweensome early
springtime showers this Morris Minor for a test-drive. Well, I can't wait
for the weather to clear-up further and now already I am dreaming of
the summer. You also? Well, just contact me and I'll guarantee you a
big smile on your face and on the faces of the people which will see
you behind her steering wheel.
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